Introduction
Ghulam Azam is probably the most hated name after Mir Zafar 1 , in the history of Bangladesh. He is not only alleged of war crimes and collaboration during the liberation war of Bangladesh, rather he has become the symbol of collaboration. He was recently arrested and placed before the International War Crimes Tribunal in Bangladesh. In spite of Jamayate Islami"s argument, it is undoubted and proved that Ghulam Azam 2 was a collaborator and as for his collaboration with the party convicted of war crimes, he cannot refuse his involvement in it.
There is a big contradiction in his personality. There are no criminal charges filed against him other than the war crimes. He is an elderly politician doing politics since the British period. He held several important posts in the political arena. He is from a religious background and known as an Islamic Scholar around the world. He is also much known as an Islamic Politician
3
. Unlike the present day political leaders, he holds no scandals or convictions. His image is rather saintly to his followers 4 and general people with strong Muslim mentality!
The people of Jamayate Islami use this advantage to defend him. In some conversations with some people of Jamayate Islami and with even some non-Jamayati general people I heard the argument that, "How can a person do all his crimes in a single year, while he did none in the rest of his life?" I felt the need to answer this question.
In this paper, I will try to analyze the psychology of Ghulam Azam behind doing war crimes in 1971. To do so, I will use his autobiography; "Jibone Ja Dekhlam" or "What I have seen in the life" 5 ; the first part; where he described his own becoming.
The analysis A single question will guide the analysis, why Ghulam Azam did the war crimes? From the point of view of Freudian Psychoanalysis; we can propose that; his ego failed to balance between his id and his super ego. In a simple language, his conscience failed to control his bestial lust. That means he did the crimes to fulfill his personal lusts or goals. For most of the crimes, it happens. But in the case of Ghulam Azam, this explanation cannot work.
Because, if he did those crimes for his personal benefits; that means if he did those from the drive of id; he would have continued to do crimes; or he would have done more crimes in the past. But there is no such evidence of doing so. Moreover most of the allegations against him are about plotting, mass murder, selective murder, guiding the junta in war crimes etc.
He did not lobby for a governmental post from the junta. Rather he organized the paramilitary agencies like Peace Committee, in order to help the junta. He was not an executor, rather the "mastermind" of the crimes 6 . From the types of his crimes it appears that, there was not a direct involvement of id. Actions or crimes like looting, rape, taking bribes or working as a paid employee may have manifested the involvement of personal benefits or id.
If it is not the cause behind his crimes, then what actually is the cause?
We are left with two other psychic actor, ego and super ego. Ego is the balance between id and super ego. What is left for ego after id is cancelled is the Super Ego.
Super ego is the control over the lust and it is control and repression merely. It is logic and discipline at their peak. There is no possibility of compromise. It is considered as the saintly part of the mind.
But it is saintly in respect of id. Without id, super ego is a martial law administrator with mere control and repression, no mercy, no hope, no pleasure. It exposes brutality then. Anything undisciplined, unethical according to its construct, anything out of the structure is a enemy to super ego. It tends to stop that by any means then.
This is actually what happened to Ghulam Azam. His background, orientation, mindset deemed his id and weakened his ego. He has super ego in charge-construct, control and repression.
We get clear evidences from his own writings about his early age. He was born in a strict Muslim family. Both of his father and grandfather; whose influence is the most in his life he claimed 7 ; were Maulanas 8 and rigorous practitioners of the religion. His early age was designed by these two people. In his autobiography, we see less participation of Ghulam Azam himself in decision making about his own life and the control of his father and grandfather in it. Both of them very strictly maintained all the rules and regulations of Islam; from the most important one to the lightest; with the same rigorousness.
For example, his father threatened one of his uncle; on the occasion that his uncle shaved beard; that he will stop the allowance for the uncle"s studies. After that incident, no male members of his family ever dared to shave beard 9 . Another time, his younger brother, Ghulam Muazzam, appealed to his father to wear pants instead of "pyzama 10 " as it would be comfortable and not disturbing to the patients when he would go to inspect them. It happened when Ghulam Muazzam was studying in the Kalkata Medical Collage. Ghulam Azam"s father replied; "If it is not possible to study in medical without wearing pants, then you do not need to study there at all 11 ." He replied so as he thought pants couldn"t be worn over the heel of the leg. Wearing cloths extended under the heel of the leg is reprehensible in Islam.
Keeping beard is not mandatory in Islam. It is encouraged but it is not a sin not to keep beard 12 . About wearing pants or wearing dresses under the heel line, is not that strict also. But the strictness of Ghulam Azam"s father in this issue shows the rigorousness of their religious practice. It also shows the "crave" of this family for what Ghulam Azam calls "an Islamic life", where a little diversion is considered as a sin. In a mixed culture like Bengali culture, it is not always possible for any of the religion to maintain this rate of performance. To live a life exactly like this, Ghulam Azam needed a "state or society of Muslims"; monotonous; where this kind of mixture is absent. His construct is this rigid.
Another example of his rigid construct is his opinion about sports. He sees sports as waste of time and claims that the sports professionals have to answer in front of the God 13 ! In the long run in his life, the rigidity of his construct magnified. After the influence of "Jamayate Islami" and its guru "Moududi"; the construct reached its highest level. What Jamayate Islami gave him was the dream for the "state or society of Muslims". As Pakistan was established as a "Muslim state", Jamayat dreamt to make it an "ideal Muslim state" by their claim. So, Ghulam Azam was obsessed of this "Muslim state" and blatantly supported Pakistan and their army.
He also bore hatred towards Hindus from his childhood. In his writing, the Hindu economic oppression is described with importance. Hindus are considered as the prime enemies of the Muslim and the "Muslim State" in his mind.
It also started from his family. For instance, the home of his maternal parents was in Dhaka. He used to come to Dhaka every year. There were a lot of Hindu houses around the house of his maternal parents. But he never mingled with them as his family member did not 14 . He discussed about the Hindu hierarchy in the economy several times. In his words at that time of his childhood, Hindus controlled everything, from shops to courts. It is also sensed in his writings that Hindus "polluted" all of these places. 7 Ibid; pg-65 8 Maulana: An Islamic Scholar. 9 Ibid 74 10 A pant like garment 11 Ibid; pg-77 12 There are levels of emphasizes from the Islamic Scholars about this issue. But in core, it is a "Sunnat"; means a practice of the Prophet (SM) and thus to followed; not a "Farj"; means a dictate from the God, which is not to be disobeyed.
